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ABSTRACT: Liquefaction of sandy soils under monotonic and cyclic shear loadings is responsible for numerous devastating failures 
of earth structures and hence represents a significant hazard. In this paper, cyclic and monotonic loading of an angular sand is 
replicated in the laboratory using a Cyclic Simple Shear apparatus and numerically using the discrete element method (DEM). For 
both the experiments and the DEM simulations, undrained conditions were attained by imposing a constant volume approach. A large 
series of tests, starting from an initial dense state and from two different effective vertical stress conditions, are performed. To obtain 
a comprehensive Cyclic Stress Ratio (CSR) - number of cycles to liquefaction diagram, from each of these initial states the undrained 
cyclic tests are conducted using three different shear load magnitudes. The three-dimensional DEM model developed is used to guide 
the interpretation of the experimental results and to investigate micromechanical processes involved during the cyclic shearing of 
the angular sand analogue as it approaches liquefaction. To interpret the results using the state parameter ( concept, both drained 
and undrained monotonic simple shear tests were performed both experimentally and numerically to identify the critical state line.
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Test ID CSR

Exp-SS-D-
100

Drained 
Monotonic

0.65 -0.04 100 -

Exp-SS-D-
200

Drained 
Monotonic

0.63 -0.06 200 -

Exp-SS-U-
100

Undrained 
Monotonic

0.62 -0.07 100 -

Exp-SS-U-
200

Undrained 
Monotonic

0.63 -0.06 200 -

Exp-CSS-U-
200-01

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.64 -0.05 200 0.10

Exp-CSS-U-
200-012

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.64 -0.05 200 0.12

Exp-CSS-U-
200-014

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.64 -0.05 200 0.14
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Exp-CSS-U-200-012

strains, which initially remain small and don’t show signs of 

 

a) b)

c) d)

The DEM simulates the behaviour of discrete bodies moving in 
space following Newton’s Laws of Motion, interacting with each 
other through contact interactions by means of contact models. 
To account for the low sphericity of the decogravel grains, the 
rolling resistance contact model (Iwashita and Oda, 1998) is 
employed. The model, schematically illustrated in Figure 5, 
includes a conventional linear elastic – frictional contact model 
for particle relative displacement at the contact plus an additional 
set of elastic spring no-tensional joint and slider for the rolling 
motion. Such model introduces a rolling resistance moment, at 
the contact point proportional to the relative rotation of the 
contacting particles. This moment can increase up to a maximum 
limiting value equal to

where  is defined as rolling friction coefficient and  is the 
normal contact force and  is the effective radius (1/ = 1/ 1+ 
1/ 1 with 1 and 2 being the radii of the two particles in contact). 
Particle stiffness parameters and interparticle contact friction 
parameters are taken from Rorato et al., (2021) that calibrated a 
rolling resistance contact model for several silica sands of 
various shape distributions. Also the rolling friction coefficient 
was calibrated using the approach proposed by Rorato et al., 
(2021). Each particle in the model is assigned a sphericity value 
following the sphericity distribution computed through image 
analysis (Figure 1). Subsequently, using the mapping function, 
derived by Rorato et al., (2021)

the rolling friction coefficient is then attributed to each particle. 
The effective rolling friction value of each contact will be the 
average value of this particle property. The mapping function (eq. 
3) was derived by Rorato et al., (2021) by systematically 
comparing spherical DEM particle rotations with measured grain 
rotations of a triaxial sand sample. 

Interparticle friction [-] 0.575
Interparticle rolling friction [-] eq. 3
Young Modulus [108 Pa] 4
Normal / shear stiffness ratio [-] 2.0
Side walls-particle contact friction [-] 0.15
Side walls-particle rolling friction [-] eq. 3*
Horizontal wall-particle friction [-] 1.0
Horizontal wall-particle rolling friction [-] eq. 3*

* Same as contacting particle



To model simple shear conditions, instead of replicating the full
domain as done by Zhang et al., (2019), periodic boundaries are 
used in the out-of-plane direction ( axis in Figure 6). In this way 
a plane strain condition is attained while keeping the total 
number of particles low for computational efficiency. The model 
thickness (where the periodic boundaries are used) is taken as 2.5
times the maximum particle diameter, to avoid the limit situation 
of two particles having multiple contact points through the 
periodic boundary. The and dimensions of the sample are 
taken as the experiment (7cm and 3cm, respectively). The 
shearing apparatus is reproduced with two horizontal walls on 
the upper and lower domain boundaries and two rotating vertical 
walls on the non-periodic vertical boundaries. The top and the 
horizontal walls are servo controlled to impose the target stress 
or strain. Inspired by Han et al., (2018) the sliding ( ) and rolling 
( ) friction coefficients of the walls are chosen to replicate the 
laboratory test. In particular a smooth membrane is used in the 
horizontal walls and a rough-porous steel plate is used for the top 
wall. Table 2 and Figure 6 summarise and represent the final 
contact parameters used respectively. The sample, generated 
using the radii expansion technique (Ciantia et al., 2018)
reproduces the PSD shown in Figure 1a. The initial target 
porosity is higher than the experiential value. Such value was 
chosen to have a similar before the shearing phase.

Test ID CSR

DEM-SS-D-
100

Drained 
Monotonic

0.75 -0.05 100 -

DEM-SS-D-
200

Drained 
Monotonic

0.74 -0.06 200 -

DEM-SS-U-
100

Undrained 
Monotonic

0.75 -0.05 100 -

DEM-SS-U-
200

Undrained 
Monotonic

0.74 -0.06 200 -

DEM-CSS-U-
100-01

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.75 -0.05 100 0.10

DEM-CSS-U-
100-012

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.75 -0.05 100 0.12

DEM-CSS-U-
100-014

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.75 -0.05 100 0.14

DEM-CSS-U-
200-01

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.74 -0.06 200 0.10

DEM-CSS-U-
200-012

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.74 -0.06 200 0.12

DEM-CSS-U-
200-014

Undrained 
Cyclic

0.74 -0.06 200 0.14

To ensure quasi-static loading conditions (Lopera Perez et al., 
2016), the strain rate for all DEM tests was such that the 
number   was always < 10-4. 

Figure 7a summarises the all the DEM monotonic (drained 
and undrained) stress paths in the compression plane (  ) 
plane. The CSL relative to the numerical tests is also represented 
in the figure. Hereto Eq. (1) is used to fit the data and the two 
fitting parameters are and . The CSL 
is used to calculate the initial state parameter for the DEM 
samples (see Table 3). As clearly visible in Figure 3 it was not 
possible to attain the same initial void ratio and state parameter 
contemporaneously. This might be a limitation of using spherical 
particles and the rolling resistance approach to incorporate 
particle shape effects. Figure7b shows the numerical stress paths 
in the   plane. The experimental Mohr Coulomb failure 
line is also reported showing a good agreement between the 
experiments and the DEM.

a)

b)

Figure 8a shows the DEM results of 
DEM-CSS-U-200-012

Figure 8b



Figure 9

Figure 10 and 11 shows the DEM results of 
DEM-CSS-U-200-012

Figure 8b

Figure 10, 11 and 12 use the data from the DEM-SS-U-200 
simulation to highlight how the stress state within the numerical 
sample rapidly loses homogeneity as shear strains develop. 
Figure 10 shows how the shear stress measured at the top, at the 
bottom and within whole sample diverge during the test. Figure
11 compares distributions on the top wall as 
increases from 0 (initial state) to 0.1 and 0.2. As shearing 
progresses it is evident how the stress distribution on the top wall 
becomes less homogeneous. This is a direct consequence of the 
force chain distributions that start to cluster into regions of strong 
(highly loaded) force chains as increases (Figure 11). The 
micromechanical data from the DEM allows to identify that these 
strong force chains initiate from the bottom left and top right 
edges (obtuse angles) of the sample to oppose the shear strain.
By looking at the particle rotation data, particle rotations are 
smaller in the highly stressed regions of this strong force chains.



 

 

Rorato et al., (2021).
The microscale analysis of the DEM sample during shearing 
is a very powerful way to improve the current understanding 
of the widely used DSS apparatus.
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